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Creating a login system 

 

 

Start a new visual basic Windows Forms application project 

Call it Login System 
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Change the form TITLE from Form1 to Login System 

Add the following to the form  

Component Text Name 

Button Log In btnLogin 

TextBox None txtUser 

textbox None txtpassword 

Label User Name None 

Label  Password None 

Label Message lblmessage 

   

 

 

This is the finished look at the log in system 

Run the program and you will notice that any one can see your password now.  

We need to make sure that its hidden.  
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Select the password text box, find the PasswordChar in the properties menu and add * in the box.  

This is protect the password from being seen by others.  

Test it.  
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Now we will start programming directly in the program.  

In visual studio there are two different modes.  

1) Design mode: this is where you will add buttons and text boxes to the form 

2) Coding mode: this is where you will code for how the program will behave 

To get in the code mode you can do the following:  

You can right click on the form1.vb and click on view 

code or press F7 on the keyboard it will bring up the code view.  

 

This is the general code view looks like. We will add variables, events and loops in this program 

which will allow us to fully implement this log in system.  
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First we need to declare two variables which will store our user name and password from the text 

boxes.  

 

 

Visual student has various pre-defined codes to take advantage of. One of which we will be using is 

the button even. For us to manually type all of this will be a lot of work so we can take a short cut 

and simply double click on the button Log In and it will display the Event codes for us.  

Go back to design view and double click on the Log in Button.  

 

 

A function is a set of instruction which the program must follow once its called. In this instance the 

function will be called each time the button is pressed. So we need to make sure that once the 

button is pressed we check everything before returning any value back to the user.  

Lets link the both text boxes to the variables we created earlier.  
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Username = txtUser.text means that user name variable will store the information which we enter 

into the txtUser text box. Its simple but this action will allow us to validate the data a little later on.  

Lets imagine there is a user called John and his password is bluesky. We need to add him to the 

system and make sure he can log in correctly.  

To do this we will need to use if statement 

 

Above is a simple If statement. Realise that if user name is John then the message Welcome John will 

come up. Now test and put any user name in the box see if this message comes up.   
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For us to only check user name is not secure enough. We need to make sure that we check the 

password too.  There is a way to check both statements in the same IF statement without doing 

another one.  Here is how 

 

We can have multiple conditions in one IF statement which only will execute if all of the conditions 

are met. This is a perfect function for our purpose.  

Now run the program and check if it says Welcome John.  

Errors:  

No one wants errors in the program but we need errors for users often. If the program doesn’t 

respond when the user has done something wrong, then its not a fully functioning program. We 

need to alert the user for wrong password or user name.  

Lets use a simple solution to this problem.  

 

In the if statement we can also have a else. That will only execute if none of the conditions were 

met. Now if you try to enter wrong information the program will alert the user.  

Try it 
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Limit the time a user can log in 

We want to limit the time of log INS to 5. If the user enters the password more than 5 times we can 

simply disable the button so they cannot use it any more.  

We will need to create 2 variables which will control this operation using loops.  

First variable is retry set this as a integer. An integer holds numbers so it makes sense to use this 

since we will store whole numbers in this.  

Second variable is process set this as a Boolean. Boolean is a true or false statement. We will use this 

to run a loop through the system. If the system is in process then do this operation and if the process 

is false then do nothing.  

 

Make sure you get it right.  

Now we will give values to these variables inside the button function. Do not worry if your button 

function is different named it will work all the same.  
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We set process to true because when we click the button it should start a loop which will check the 

user name password and the error messages.  

If look closely for retry we didn’t set it to 5 we said add 1 each time the button is clicked.  Why we 

did this will make sense very soon.  

First we will add a WHILE LOOP to the program. Why WHILE, while loops are designed to run some 

over and over again until its false. For example while our process is true it will loop through the 

program but when we set it to false it will halt the loop.  
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While process is true let’s start the loop.  

Make to add End While right before the end sub in the bottom  

 

If we don’t set the process back to false at some point the loop will run forever and crash your 

program. We need to create an efficient program not one that crashes right after one use.  

 

As you can see that we set process back to false in two different places. First if the user name and 

password is correct and second if it’s incorrect. We need to make sure that our program does not 

crash either way. Right now when it loops through it will end if correct and it will also end when 

incorrect so we have nothing to worry about regarding performance of the application.  

Now we need to add another if statement to make sure that the user does not exceed the 5 

attempts on entering the right password.  
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So here we are saying that if retry is equals to 5 then we should take some action. A while ago 

mentioned about retry variable adding 1 to it every time the button is clicked the formula for that 

was retry = retry + 1. To explain this is easy now that you see what it will be used for, basically retry 

can hold a value and without erasing the value we want to add 1 to it. So this is the easiest way to do 

it by taking the existing value of retry and adding 1 with each click.  So when all comes to 5 or over it 

will give us an error and disable the program. Neat right  

 

First it disabled the button so no clicks can register then we added a message to say that account has 

been blocked out.  

 


